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Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021, 11:03:35 AM PST

Subject: Meadow Square issues

I am writing to the Fremont City Council to bring to your attention the ongoing issues / mess at Meadow Square shopping
center on Balcow Ave.. On January 18, 2021 at some point during the night there was a large amount of donations /
Garbage dropped off outside the gates for the Hope Center. Due to the extreme wind we had last night and in the morning
debris was blown everywhere on the streets of Fremont. To their credit the Hope Center employee was out there trying to
clean it up but what a MESS!! There needs to be a larger gate erected (Which we have seen on other businesses on
Grimmer) or a security guard posted.
We have had ongoing issues with Motorhomes parking for months or longer, I have notified the city a number of times
and the community officer has tried to keep this area cleared of vehicles but has told us it is private party and the
landowner is responsible. They do try to keep abandoned vehicles off the city streets but this shopping center has
become a stopping ground for people in this life situation.
We have recently had a guy sleeping on a mattress in front the Donut shop and by Walgreens there was human feces on
the sidewalk.
As you can see in the attachment the guy living in the Green van has tapped into the Hope Center sign electrical and has
run an extension cord into the van.
I have lived in Fremont / Irvington area for the past 50 years and this particular shopping center seems to attract more of
these issues than most others in Fremont so we know that it can be done in our city.
Please consider this issue and contact the landowner for a resolution, I will also be attending the City Council virtual
meeting tonight at 7:00 PM as will some of the neighbors on Robin Street adjacent to the shopping center.
Respectively
Randy Harrell
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Pictures taken 01/19/21 at 9:00 AM on a very windy day scattering debri
everywhere

This Guy has been living here for some time and you can see he has tapped into the electrical on the Hope Center Sign with an
extenstion cord. This broken down motorhome has been here for weeks

Motor homes that continuously park in the shopping center and now we have another
very old and broken down one in the dirt. License plate expired in 1993

License Plate numbers
CA 010 BGL July 1993, looks to be broken down and garbage all over the place
CA 362 VKV July 2017, this one never seems to move
CA 8HYY516 Current tags, this Motorhome moves from the shopping center to Robin
street to avoid being towed.

